Elegant

Handmade American Quilt Furniture

Putting your quilts on display

Quilt Display Products

Our Story

Our Cause

The formation of QDP is a simple story. I was a semiprofessional woodworker for more years than I care to
remember when in 2009 my wife, KayEllen, decided to start
quilting.

QDP donates 2% of every order to the Cancer Research
Institute which funds the advancement of immunotherapy
treatment for all types of cancer. We feel strongly that no
one cancer type should be singled out for funding and that
personalized immunotherapy treatment is the present and
future technology for treating this disease and improving
the lives of those affected. Everyone at some point in time
will be directly or indirectly touched by this disease, which
makes finding a treatment and cure so important. Please
visit CRI’s website at www.cancerresearch.org to learn more
or to make an additional donation.

I would follow her around as she shopped at quilt stores
looking for fabric. I, on the other hand, could be found
examining the displays and store fixtures because wood is
my fabric so-to-speak.
I started asking the shop owners if their customers ever
inquired about quilt stands or other items on which to display
their quilts. The typical answer was “Yes”. I would then ask
if they had a source for this type of product and most often
the answer was “No”, at least not reliably.
I heard this often, so I started thinking about providing these
types of products to the general quilting population, not
just to the local shops. There wasn’t a “go to” brand that I
could find that had national status…so why not be the guy
to develop it?
QDP was founded in April 2012 with the intent to develop
a national brand selling quilt display products, hence the
reason for our name Quilt Display Products. From the start,
I wanted QDP to be the brand that came to mind when
displaying your quilts. My wife and I have been working hard
to make that happen ever since.
It took a little over a year to design our first line of products,
get our website on-line, and build a trade show display that
we could haul around the country to promote our brand.
Our first order was placed on our website in June 2013, and
the orders have been coming in ever since. Thanks to all of
you who have ordered, and to all of you who plan to order.
QDP will be here to serve your quilt display needs!

Our Products
The best products come from the best wood. That’s
why QDP only uses the highest grade sustainable North
American hardwoods that we can find. We design our own
products, make every wooden part that goes into them,
and professionally finish them with the latest technology
materials. We pack them and ship them directly to you,
cutting out the middle man and distribution centers. For this
reason alone, it takes a little longer to fulfill your order, but
we guarantee that when we do, you will be 100% satisfied.
If not, we will do everything that we can to resolve an issue
at no cost to you at all.

Dimensioning
Throughout this catalog you will see the term Display Width.
We define this width as the actual usable space that can
be used to display your quilts. The Overall Width will be
the Display Width plus any additional, non-displaying
dimensions of the product. For mini-hangers and shadow
boxes, the Display Width indicates the recommended quilt
block size.

Guarantee
Our guarantee is very simple. If you are not completely
satisfied with your order, neither are we. Therefore, we will
do whatever is necessary to resolve any issue you may
have, including paying for the return or exchange of any
part of your order, no questions asked.

Happy Quilting!

Steve Gebhart
Founder and Owner of QDP

Styles
The furniture styles listed below have been popular choices for many years. This popularity is because the designs are
timeless, recognizable and work well in virtually any room arrangement. Other less popular styles exists, such as Transitional,
Cottage, Rustic and Southwestern. As we develop new products, we will focus on styles that are appropriate and trending
both in design and color.

Mission
Mission Style furniture is based upon the idea that simplicity
in both design and material will allow the quality of the
craftsmanship to shine through. This style of furniture is organic
and straight-lined without curves or ornamentation. The pieces
are bold, solid and heavy, made traditionally with Quarter Sawn
White Oak, ammonia fumed to shades of brown. We offer our
Mission Style products in the traditional wood and color choices
but use today’s finishing technology. Other woods and finishes
are available as well, which allows this style to transition into a
Southwestern environment because of its organic design and
size.

Shaker
Plainness, practicality and pride describe the Shaker Style of
furniture. Readily available, locally harvested timber, such as
Maple and Poplar were commonly used in the construction of
Shaker furniture. This style of furniture is often seen in warm
organic reds, blues, yellows and greens and is sometimes left
natural. We offer it that way, but have expanded the wood and
finish choices to better augment the colors and textures of your
quilts. Shaker Style furniture transitions well into Cottage Style
when finished in a solid color, especially white.

Contemporary
Clean, gently rounded or rectilinear features are common in this
style of furniture. Contemporary furniture works well in any room
style you may now have, and when combined with your colorful
quilt, will bring sharp focus to your work. A myriad of woods
and finish choices make this a popular style, appropriate for any
setting or to display any quilt, modern or otherwise.
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Every QDP product goes though eight phases of production.
This is a cyclic process that starts and ends with you. Since
each product we produce is handmade to your requirements,
it can take 2 to 4 weeks for you receive it. Since this is a long
time by today’s standards, we will inform you about your order
as it enters various phases of production. We want you to be
as much a part of the process as we are and this is our way of
keeping you involved.

Assemble
Parts

1. Placing Your Order
On our website, you can customize a product solution that best
fits your needs, including the furniture style, the wood and finish,
and the size. Once your order is placed, you will instantly
receive an acknowledgement email summarizing your
order. This event triggers a process in our system that puts
together a product document package that will follow your
order through the entire manufacturing process.

2. Raw Materials
The physical production process begins with the selection of
the material required for your order. Each piece of wood is
handpicked from our rough lumber inventory and then screened
for defects, color and suitability of use. We then let it acclimate
in the production environment for a couple of days to balance
the moisture content. Only the best grade and best part of each
board is used. We are so selective, that only about 75% of the
material passes our selection process. The rest is recycled,
used in our smaller products, or for prototypes of new designs.

3. Rough Cutting
The next phase of the production process is what we call rough
cutting. This is where we prepare each wooden part in your order
by cutting it to its approximate length and width. Each piece is
then jointed perfectly flat and planed to an even thickness. It is
then set aside to relieve the internal stresses caused by these
machining processes. We will send you an email when your
order has entered the manufacturing phase.

4. Final Machining
Once the stresses in the parts have been relieved, they are
machined to their final dimensions. Holes, mortises, tenons
and aesthetic features are machined into the parts with care
taken to orient the best grain and surface features to the most
viewable surface. This is a visual process, often overlooked in a
high volume automated production facility.
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5. Assembly and Prep
After the individual parts have been machined, some will be
combined into sub-assemblies that will later be combined with
other parts or sub-assemblies to form final assemblies. Parts
are manually joined and hand-fitted, then glued and clamped
together to cure. Before and after these activities, the parts are
sanded in order to receive the finish. This is an important step,
because the quality of the finish will only be as good as the
quality of the wood preparation, including the detection and
correction of any defects.

6. Finishing
Each individual part or assembly to be finished is cleaned to
remove all dust particles and then pre-treated to fill the pores
of the wood. After this pre-treatment, the pieces are once again
sanded and cleaned in preparation for the application of several
coats of tinted lacquer. Finally, a clear protective finish is applied
and buffed for durability. Several days of curing are required
at this stage of production to insure that the finish is durable
enough to be handled and packed. We will send you an
email when your order has entered the finishing phase.

7. Packing
This phase of the process is where each product is carefully
wrapped with finish-friendly foam and bubble wrap and then
packed into a cardboard box strengthened with foam. We will
place a copy of your order, assembly instructions, all necessary
hardware and tools if required, and any additional material in a
durable pouch packed alongside your product.

8. Shipping
The last phase of the cycle is where we place your order into
the hands of United Parcel Service where it is shipped directly
to you by ground service. At this point, we will send you
a shipping notice and tracking number, so that you can
follow your order from our facility to your door.
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Quilt Stands
Mission
These distinctively styled quilt stands provide three rails at two
different heights. We have designed these stands to be extra
high, so that your larger quilts can be displayed up and off of
the floor. This is a very substantial stand, heavy enough to resist
toppling even under the heaviest loads, especially when ordered
in Quarter Sawn White Oak.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

23, 29 and 35 inches
36-3/4 inches
Display Width plus 5 inches
14 inches
35 inch, QS White Oak Dark

Shaker
These simple two rail quilt stands were inspired by a piece
of furniture I saw displayed in a Shaker museum. The gently
shaped ends add interest to the design without overpowering
your quilts. These stands easily find a place in traditionally
Shaker styled homes, but look equally good in Cottage styled
rooms especially when finished in white or blue.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

26, 32 and 38 inches
41-3/4 inches
Display Width plus 3 inches
12 inches
38 inch, Cherry Light

Contemporary
QDP’s contemporary quilt stands provide three rails at three
substantially different heights. You can drape smaller quilts on
the lower rail and larger quilts on the other two. By arranging
contrasting color and sized quilts side-to-side, front-to-back,
and top-to-bottom, you can create some very intriguing and
pleasing displays.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

26, 32 and 38 inches
41-3/4 inches
Display Width plus 3 inches
12 inches
38 inch, Maple Clear

Judy from Georgia said...
“I wanted to let you know I received the quilt display stand Wednesday afternoon
and put it together tonight--it is beautiful! The stand pieces were superbly wrapped
and easy to put together. Cherry is my favorite wood and the beauty of the simple
Shaker styling is timeless...I know I will enjoy the stand for years to come (as will
my quilts!).”
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Quilt Wall Hangers

Mission

Shaker

QDP’s quilt wall hangers are available with three different edge
treatments: Mission, Shaker and Contemporary style. They are
available in a wide variety of woods and finishes, and in lengths
between 26 inches and 68 inches in 6 inch increments.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:

26, 32, 38, 44, 50, 56, 62 and 68 inches
2-1/2 inches
Same as Display Width
1-1/2 inches

Contemporary

Picking the Right Size
In order to determine the right length hanger for your quilt, we
recommend that you measure the width of the quilt on the side
that will be hung, add two to four inches and then select a
hanger that has at least that length. Keep in mind that you will
probably want to change out your quilt from time-to-time, so
think about the range of sizes that you might want to hang and
select a hanger length that accommodates them all.
Shown:

44 inch, Shaker Style, Cherry Light

Easy Hang Wedge Lock System
The easiest way to install your quilt on a wall hanger is to do
it off-the-wall. This way, you aren’t fighting gravity and won’t
require the assistance of an extra set of hands.
Our unique wedge lock system is designed to do just that.
Separate the front and back halves of the hanger, place your
quilt in the groove, and reconnect the halves on a convenient
flat surface.
Wedges on the back of the hanger simply slide over similar
wedges attached to your wall (all of the hardware is included
with your purchase). This eliminates trying to line up keyhole
slots, nails or screws in a blind fashion. Simply slide the hanger
on and off the wall with ease to change out your quilt as often
as you like.

Virginia from New Mexico said...
“I just want to thank you for the beautiful quilt hanger. It works perfectly and was easy to install. I was especially impressed
with your emails that kept me informed of the production status of the hanger. I am not a quilter but my fiber arts guild made
a beautiful quilt for me and I am now able to hang it where I can admire it daily.”
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Quilt Shelves and Wall Racks
QDP’s quilt shelves and racks come in three basic styles, Mission, Shaker and Contemporary. Each is available in three
different lengths and a large number of woods and finishes. Just like our wall hangers, these shelves and racks attach
to your wall using our Wedge Lock system, making them easy to put up. None of our shelves or racks require any
assembly and all of the mounting hardware is included with your purchase.
The rails from which you hang your quilts are rectangular by design, providing exceptional strength in one direction.
They will never sag like a round wooden dowel will. Also, all of our rails are loose, so if you want, you can sleeve the
back of your quilt and slide it over the rail and onto the shelf or rack. If you don’t want to sleeve your quilt, there is plenty
of room behind the rails to allow for multiple folds.

Mission
Our Mission Shelf is designed as a companion to our Mission
Quilt Stand, but works very well all by itself. The generous shelf
offers plenty of space for knick-knacks and the slatted back
distinctively fills the space behind with eye pleasing detail.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

32, 36 and 40 inches
21 inches
Display Width + 4-1/2 inches
5 inches
40 Inch, QS White Oak Light

Shaker
Our Shaker Rack was inspired by the traditional Shaker Peg
Rail and Hanging system. The Shakers didn’t like clutter and
kept things off the floor on the peg rail when not in use. The old
adjustable candle holder is what inspired this design. The rail
can be placed at one of three heights and its holders can be
moved between pegs, giving you a number of display options.
Unused pegs can hold a small basket, wreath or other item.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

27, 33 and 39 inches
14-1/2 inches
Display Width + 9 inches
3-7/8 inches
33 inch, Cherry Dark

Contemporary
QDP’s Contemporary Shelves offer a simple solution for hanging
your quilt and displaying some treasured items as well. The shelf
spans the entire length of the hanger, offering plenty of space.
Simple rounded corners soften the design, and the compact
appearance doesn’t look heavy on your wall. This shelf could
easily transition into Cottage Style if purchased in White or Blue.
Karen from Massachusetts says...
“This quilt rack looks beautiful and I’m sure
my daughter in law will love it. Thank You very much!!!!!”
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Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

28, 34 and 40 inches
5-3/4 inches
Display Width + 4-1/2 inches
4-1/2 inches
40 inch, Red Oak Dark
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Quilt Ladders

Quilt Ladders
Our Quilt Ladders are available in three widths in a wide variety
of woods and finishes and stand 68 inches tall. Four rails
provide plenty of room for your quilts, and felt pads protect your
wall and floor. The base of the ladder protrudes a space-saving
12 inches from the wall, so it takes up very little floor space. The
first rail is 15-1/2 inches from the floor. The other three rails are
12-1/2 inches apart.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

18, 24 and 30 inches
68 inches
Display Width + 2-1/2 inches
12 inches (approximately)
18 inch, QS White Oak Dark

Here’s what Linda and Jerry from Michigan had to say:
“We are absolutely delighted with the quilt ladder - the quality of the workmanship
and the excellent packing for shipping were most impressive! I am taking a
picture of my quilts on my new quilt rack and am sending it to all of my quilting
friends. I am including your website and my strong recommendation for your
products.”

Linda from Massachusetts says...
“This is my first order from your company. The customer service has been
first rate all the way and the product is of very high quality. Thank you for the
promotion order and if I cannot use it, I will pass it along. It’s so wonderful to find
a small company with a targeted product that provides such excellent customer
service and quality. Thanks again.”

Duane and Alice from Indiana say...
“Your shipment came and it was in tip top shape. Thank you for the way you
packaged it, wrapped up so tight. We do appreciate the care and quality it is.
Thank you.”
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Quilt Shadow Boxes
Display a quilt block, mini-quilt or needlework in one of our white and
black reversible Shadow Boxes. Hang them in pairs to add detail to
an empty wall, or give one as a gift to display a personalized wedding,
birth or quilt of valor block.
One side of the shadow panel is white and the other is black, so you
can choose which background goes best with your block.
The quilt blocks are attached with fabric friendly Velcro™ and hang on
your wall with our Wedge Lock Hanging System. Everything you need
is included with your purchase.
Don’t want to hang them on your wall? That’s OK, they are wide
enough to stand on a table or dresser top just as well.
Display Widths:
Overall Height:
Overall Width:
Overall Depth:
Shown:

10 x 10 and 12 x 12 inches
Display Width + 2-7/16 inches
Display Width + 2-7/16 inches
1-3/4 inches
10 x 10 inch, Cherry Light

Mini-Quilt Wall Hangers
Sometimes you want to display a block or mini-quilt on your wall
instead of a full size quilt. QDP’s Mini-Quilt Hangers were designed
to meet this need. They work and attach to the wall the same way as
their big sisters; only they are sized from 10 inches to 20 inches in 2
inch increments.
Display Widths:		
Overall Height: 		
Overall Width:		
Overall Depth:		

Cindy from indiana says:
“The quilt hanger accents by quilt beautifully and matches my décor beautifully.”
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10, 12, 14, 16, 18 and 20 inches
1-1/2 inches
Display Width + ½ inch
1-1/4 inches

Woods and Finishes

Cherry Light

Maple Clear

Cherry Dark

Blue

Red Oak Dark

Red

Yellow

Finish

We use pre-catalyzed lacquer, tinted for all of our
stains and solid colors, and un-tinted for clear coats.
This is a durable, quilt friendly finish, similar to what
you find on today’s furniture and kitchen cabinets.
You can clean any of our products with a soft cloth
dampened in water or you can use commercially
available cleaning products designed for use on
furniture. We only offer wood and finish combinations
that enhance the beauty of the finished product and
will avoid combinations that we know will not be
pleasing.

Poplar

This is a light and tightly grained hardwood. We only
use this material for products that receive solid color
finishes such as red, blue, yellow, green, white and
black.

Maple

Red Oak Light

This hardwood is less dense than the Oaks, but with
a tighter and less pronounced grain. The natural color
of this wood tends towards shades of tan, ranging
between light and dark. This wood can be tinted to
mimic almost any other wood, but we elect not to do
that and offer it with a clear coat finish only.

White Oak Dark

Green

White Oak light

White

Black

Cherry

This hardwood is also less dense than the Oaks,
and like Maple, has a tighter and less pronounced
grain. The natural color of this wood tends towards
shades of pink and red, ranging between light and
dark. This wood will naturally darken with age, more
rapidly when exposed to direct sunlight. This is a
normal process and actually enhances the beauty of
the product. We offer it in a light or dark finish.

Red Oak

This hardwood is not quite as dense as White Oak,
but offers a strong, attractive grain pattern that works
well with larger pieces of furniture. In natural form,
this wood comes in shades of tan with a reddish tint
and highly contrasting and textured grain. We offer it
in a light or dark finish.

QS White Oak

This hardwood is the king of oaks, especially when
quarter sawn (QS). Cutting it from the log in this
fashion extracts the natural beauty of the wood,
exposing flecks and rays of its internal structure in
a manner that is unique to this wood alone. You
typically find this wood used in Mission Style furniture.
We offer it in a light or dark finish as well.

Sustainability

We only use sustainable, locally harvested and processed American Hardwoods in our products. The use of
solid lumber, traditional joinery and modern finishes, insure generation after generation of use. Our shipping
and packaging materials are recyclable, so keep that in mind when disposing of them.

Karen from Wisconsin says:
“I just wanted to say thank you again for the beautiful ladder I won at the Chicago quilt show. I was a little skeptical when
I got the notice that I had won as I never win anything and there are so many scams out there. I just returned from a trip
and have put my ladder together and have it in my sewing room. It is very nice. Thanks again.”

We know you are proud of your quilts.
So let us help you be proud of the way
you display them!
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